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Abstract. Human beings are born, live and die in the natural Earth's magnetic field. However, Earth's enormous magnetic field's intensities have harmful effects on human organism.

This work's aim is to give a contribution to the etiopathogenesis of cardiac-vascular diseases occurred under the influence of enormous intensities of Earth's magnetic fields. There have been performed researches on how the Earth magnetic fields of the varied natural quantities, i.e. anomalous increases, have pathogenetical influence which causes diseases.

A correlation between the enormous magnetic fields and cardiac-vascular diseases has been discovered. Influence of the enormous zones (anomalous zones) of magnetic fields upon a specific person's organism had been discovered, afterwards, the mentioned person was moved out of the enormous magnetic field zones influence and his health condition observed.

In order to achieve the mentioned results, an objective evaluation of the used geophysical methods applicability was necessary. On that occasion, synthesis of two groups of data was performed. Processing of the first data group showed a correlation between the present magnetic field enormous zones and the part of the human body affected by the disease. The second data group are theoretical explanations of the obscurities found in the literature on cardiac-vascular diseases, from the Earth magnetic field concept's point of view. A complete compatibility of the practical measuring results and theoretical explanations of many obscurities has been found.
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